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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

Select each use case on the left and drag it to the appropriate router on the right. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You have created a new report that contains a list of employees, hire dates, and managers. You have been asked to
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display each manager in a row. Beneath each manager row, you must list the employees of the manager and their hire
dates. 

How do you support this request? 

A. Summarize the manager column. 

B. Sort the manager column. 

C. Group the manager column. 

D. Filter the manager column. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3

After an auto accident claim is submitted, a claims adjuster is assigned to the case. The claims adjuster reviews the
policy of the claimant to verify coverage. The claims adjuster then begins an accident investigation. If the claim is
denied, an appeals process is initiated. When the investigation is complete, a determination of fault is made, and then
the accident claim is settled. Select the case life cycle design that most closely follows the guidelines for identifying and
naming stages. A 

B 

D 
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A. Option A 

B. Option B 

C. Option C 

D. Option D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

You are assigned to a pega implementation project as a pega business architect. 

Which task are you expected to perform? 

A. Organize the project Kickoff meeting. 

B. Help to refine ahead of a sprint. 

C. Identify the initial of case types. 

D. Identify the scope of the initial release. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A survey is sent to a customer via email. 

How do you configure a solution to ensure the email includes the case ID for the survey? 

A. Use the Insert Property feature of a Send Email step to add the case ID when composing the message dialog. 

B. Create a process using the Send Email step allowing representatives to quickly add the case ID to the email. 

C. Delegte a business rule so representaives can customize the email content as needed on a case- by-case basis. 

D. Create a required field for the case ID that must be entered by a user during the case process prior to sending the
survey. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 6

You have been asked to create a pie chart that shows the number of cases each manager has created. A list report
contains columns (or manager name, case ID, and office). How do you configure the list report in order to create the pie
chart? 

A. Summarize the manager name column. 

B. Group the manager name column. 

C. Group the case ID column. 

D. Summarize the case ID column. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 7

In the following partial case life cycle, a manager must contact a job applicant to schedule an interview. The interview
should be scheduled within 2 business days after the manager qualifies the applicant, although 1 business day is
preferable. 

To meet this requirement, you apply a goal and deadline to the ______________. 

A. Case type 

B. Schedule Interview process 

C. Interview stage 
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D. Schedule Interview step 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Consider the following scenario: 

An employee submits a request to purchase equipment. The request is sent to the manager for review. If approved, the
request is forwarded to the Fulfillment department. 

How do you name the step where the request is sent to the manager? 

A. Approve Employee Request 

B. Review Request 

C. Manager Approves Request 

D. Request Approval 

Correct Answer: B  

 

QUESTION 9

While running through a case life cycle, a business stakeholder notices a problem in a summary view. The view should
be read-only but half of the form can be edited. 

How can the business stakeholder communicate this problem to the development team using Agile Workbench? 

A. Create a story 

B. Create a note 

C. Create a bug 

D. Create a comment 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

YOU are developing a car maintenance application for a car service center. Specific services are performed by different
teams. Example services are oil changes, tire rotations, and windshield wiper inspections. Which two configuration
options perform the correct assignment routing? (Choose Two) 

A. Configure all assignments to route to the service manager who then assigns the tasks to the specific team. 

B. Configure routing to use business logic to assign tasks to the appropriate team using the type of service. 
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C. Configure single level approval routing to a supervisor who assigns the task to the specific team. 

D. Configure routing to a skilled work group using the appropriate skill parameters for the selected service. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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